Solvents Exercise
One of the primary goals of the solvents lecture is to give the participants an
understanding of how the physicochemical and hazardous properties of solvents effect
safety and environmental impact. For example, the property of vapor pressure is
directly related to emissions of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and therefore is
relevant to worker health and safety, and to clean air in communities. This activity
should be used after various solvent properties are explained in order to show how the
connection between properties and effects is made in real-world situations.
This activity uses published solvent selection guides generated by a major
pharmaceutical company, which uses them to evaluate solvents used in their large-scale
process chemistry. The company has rated each solvent according to nine criteria on a
“red-yellow-green”/traffic light scale, based on the physicochemical and hazardous
properties (which are also summarized).
Participants should be divided into groups of 4-5 and provided with the solvent cards for
acetic acid and cyclohexene, with the names of the solvents and the “red-yellow-green”
ratings left blank. The groups should be given approximately 20 minutes to discuss the
chemical data provided on the cards and provide their own ratings in each of the nine
categories. The solvent identities are left blank to avoid biasing the evaluation (i.e., the
word “acid” has negative connotations that may confuse non-chemists).
The debriefing will also take approximately 20 minutes. The groups will be asked to
report which criteria received a green light and which criteria received a red light and
the results will then be tabulated. Then the solvent identities and actual red-yellowgreen ratings from the pharmaceutical industry scientists should be revealed. This is
likely to result in some “what were they thinking?” comments from the participants.
This should lead to a discussion which should focus on the following issues:
1. How much the ratings change depending on the way the solvent is used in
industry (i.e., compare a situation where a worker is cleaning the inside of a tank
with a situation where solvent is part of an effluent that is being released into a
river). The answer - a lot.
2. Is it possible that either of these solvents will ever receive all “green lights” in
every category? The answer - almost certainly not. This can function as a segue
into a discussion of alternative solvents being developed by green chemists.

This activity requires participants to convert the “dry” numbers seen in the list of
solvent property data into a framework that can be used to make decisions that are
faced in the real world. It highlights the ambiguities that can arise from this kind of
process but at the same time reinforces the connection between chemical structure,
properties, and the larger-scale consequences. This should provide some food for
thought as the lecture transitions into “green solvents” and is related to the overall
course themes related to designing safer chemicals.
The solvent cards and the answers are provided below.

